We consider the three-dimensional randomly diluted Ising model and study the critical behavior of the static and dynamic spin-spin correlation functions (static and dynamic structure factors) at the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition in the high-temperature phase. We consider a purely relaxational dynamics without conservation laws, the so-called model A. We present Monte Carlo simulations and perturbative field-theoretical calculations. While the critical behavior of the static structure factor is quite similar to that occurring in pure Ising systems, the dynamic structure factor shows a substantially different critical behavior. In particular, the dynamic correlation function shows a large-time decay rate which is momentum independent. This effect is not related to the presence of the Griffiths tail, which is expected to be irrelevant in the critical limit, but rather to the breaking of translational invariance, which occurs for any sample and which, at the critical point, is not recovered even after the disorder average.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The effect of disorder on magnetic systems remains, after decades of investigation, a not fully understood subject. It is then natural to investigate relatively simple models, to try to understand the common features of disordered systems. In this regard, randomly diluted spin systems are quite interesting. First, they represent simple models which describe the universal properties of the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition in uniaxial antiferromagnets with impurities 1 and, in general, the order-disorder transition in Ising systems in the presence of uncorrelated local dilution. Second, they give the opportunity for investigating general problems concerning the effects of disorder on the critical behavior. Indeed, several important results, theoretical developments, and approximation schemes found for these models have been later generalized to more complex systems like spin glasses, quantum disordered spin models, etc....
In this paper we consider three-dimensional randomly diluted Ising (RDI) systems. Their critical behavior has been extensively studied. 1,2,3 There is now ample evidence that the magnetic transition in these systems, if it is continuous, belongs to a unique universality class, and several universal properties are now known quite accurately. Beside the static critical behavior, we also investigate the dynamic critical behavior, considering a purely relaxation dynamics without conservation laws, the so-called model A, 4 which is appropriate for uniaxial antiferromagnets. We focus on the dynamic (time-dependent) spin-spin correlation function G(x 2 − x 1 , t 2 − t 1 ) ≡ σ(x 1 , t 1 ) σ(x 2 , t 2 ) ,
where σ(x, t) is an Ising variable, the overline indicates the quenched average over the disorder probability distribution, and · · · indicates the thermal average. From the function G(x, t), one obtains the static (equal-time) structure factor G(k) and the dynamic structure factor G(k, ω). They are physically relevant quantities, which can be measured in neutron or X-ray scattering experiments. 5 It is therefore interesting to study the effects of disorder on these physical quantities, and check whether disorder gives rise to qualitative changes with respect to pure systems. We investigate their scaling behavior close to the magnetic transition for T → T + c in the high-temperature phase. As we shall see, while the critical behavior of the static structure factor is very similar to that in pure Ising systems, the critical behavior of the dynamic structure factor is significantly different; in particular, the large-momentum behavior shows some new features.
Since the critical region in the paramagnetic phase, i.e. for T T c , is located in the Griffiths phase, 6, 7 it is mandatory to discuss first the relevance of the so-called Griffiths singularities and Griffiths tails for the universal critical behavior of the correlation functions when T → T + c . In fact, one of the most notable features of randomly diluted spin systems is the existence of the so-called Griffiths phase for T c < T < T p , where T p is the critical temperature of the pure system. This is essentially related to the fact that, in the presence of disorder, the critical temperature T c is lower than T p , and therefore, in the temperature interval T c < T < T p , there is a nonvanishing probability to find compact clusters without vacancies (Griffiths islands) that are fully magnetized. They give rise to essential nonanalyticities in thermodynamic quantities. 6, 7 Moreover, these clusters are responsible for a nonexponential tail in dynamic correlation functions. 8, 9, 10, 11 In the case of RDI systems one can show that
for any finite x and t → ∞, which implies a diverging relaxation time. We should mention that these effects are quite difficult to detect, and there is still no consensus on their experimental evidence even in systems with correlated disorder, in which these effects are magnified (see, e.g., Ref. 7,12 and references therein).
Griffiths essential singularities give quantitatively negligible effects on thermodynamic quantities and on the static critical behavior. One can argue that also the Griffiths tail (2) is irrelevant in the critical limit: the nonexponential tail does not contribute to the critical scaling function associated with G(x, t). 8 This is essentially due to the fact that B and C that appear in Eq. (2) are expected to be smooth functions of the temperature, approaching finite constants as T → T c . Thus, in the critical limit, t → ∞, T → T c at fixed tξ −z , where ξ ∼ (T − T c ) −ν is the diverging correlation length, the nonexponential contribution simply vanishes. To understand why, let us consider the simplified situation in which the contributions to the autocorrelation function G(x, t) due to the Griffiths islands and to the critical modes just sum as
where we neglect all couplings between Griffiths and critical modes. Here, G C (t) is the critical contribution, while G G (t) is the nonexponential Griffiths tail, which dominates for system. 15 For large S instead, Γ(Q 2 , S), and therefore G(k, t), decreases with a momentumindependent rate. For large Q and S we find
where a and ζ are critical exponents, and κ does not depend on Q. We present a physical argument which relates the different large-S behavior compared to pure systems to the loss of translational invariance. Such a phenomenon is obvious for a given fixed sample, but at the critical point translational invariance is not even recovered after averaging over disorder, because of the absence of self-averaging. Note that this phenomenon is only related to disorder and thus, it is expected in all systems in which disorder is relevant.
In general, the perturbative calculations predict a scaling behavior of the form
for large Q, where f ζ (S) is a function of S such that f ζ (S) ∼ S a e −κS for S → ∞. This behavior implies that G(x, t) is always nonanalytic for x = 0 and any t. Indeed, because of Eq. (6), the integral
diverges for n ≥ n c ≡ (ζ + 2 − d − η)/2 (d is the spatial dimension). Since the moments of G(k, t) are directly related to the derivatives of G(x, t) with respect to x computed for x = 0, the n-th derivative of G(x, t) diverges for n ≥ n c ; hence G(x, t) is not analytic at x = 0. This implies that the scaling function F (Y 2 , S), defined as
simulations indicate that ζ ≈ 2 in three dimensions, which implies λ ≈ 1. This phenomenon does not occur in pure systems, since in this case the decay rate κ depends on Q and guarantees the integrability of the integrand which appears in Eq. (7) for any n. Therefore,
This nonanalyticity should be a general property of random models in which disorder is relevant, and not specific of RDI systems.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in the case of three-dimensional randomly dilute multicomponent spin models, such as the XY and the Heisenberg model, the effects of disorder found in RDI models are expected to be suppressed in the critical limit T → T + c , and should only appear as peculiar scaling corrections. 16 Indeed, the asymptotic critical behavior of the correlation functions is expected to be the same as that in the corresponding pure model, because the pure fixed point is stable under random dilution (according to the Harris criterion, 17 dilution is irrelevant if the specific-heat exponent α of the pure system is negative).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the model that we study. In
Sec. III we discuss the static structure factor in the high-temperature phase. In Sec. III A we define the quantities that are computed in the MC simulation, in Sec. III B we present some perturbative calculations, while in Sec. III C we discuss the MC results. In Sec. IV we discuss the dynamic structure factor. Again, we first define the basic quantities (Sec. IV A), then
we present a one-loop perturbative calculation (Sec. IV B), and finally we report the MC results (Sec. IV C and IV D). In the appendices we report some details of the perturbative calculations.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the randomly site-diluted Ising model with Hamiltonian
where the sum is extended over all pairs of nearest-neighbor sites of a simple cubic lattice, σ x = ±1 are Ising spin variables, and ρ x are uncorrelated quenched random variables, which are equal to 1 with probability p (the spin concentration) and 0 with probability We consider the static (equal-time) two-point correlation function G(x) ≡ G(x, t = 0).
In the infinite-volume limit we define the second-moment correlation length ξ
where G(k) is the Fourier transform of G(x) and
is the magnetic susceptibility. It is also possible to define an exponential correlation length ξ exp . Given the infinite-volume G(x), we define
In the critical limit ξ and ξ exp diverge. If t r ≡ (T − T c )/T c and T c is the critical temperature, for |t r | → 0 we have in the thermodynamic limit
where ν is a universal critical exponent. In the same limit, correlation functions have a universal behavior. For instance, the infinite-volume G(k)/χ becomes a universal function of the scaling variable
i.e. we can write in the scaling limit
where g(x) is universal. Moreover, the ratio ξ 2 /ξ 2 exp converges to a universal constant S M defined by
For a Gaussian theory the spin-spin correlation function shows the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) behavior
It follows χ = Z/r, ξ 2 = 1/r, and
Moreover, S M = 1.
Fluctuations change this behavior. For small Q 2 , g(Q 2 ) is analytic, so that we can write the expansion
where the coefficients c n parametrize the deviations from the OZ behavior. For large Q 2 , the structure factor behaves as 
B. Field-theory results
We determined the coefficients c n by using two different FT approaches: the √ ǫ-expansion 
These results are fully consistent with those obtained in the √ ǫ expansion, in spite of the fact that in that case we have not applied any resummation and we have simply set ǫ = 1.
We can also compute S M . Since the coefficients c n are very small, we obtain
where we used the estimate (21) of c 2 . As in the Ising case, 13,37 the coefficients c n show the pattern
This is consistent with the expected analyticity properties of G(k). Since the complex-plane singularity in G(k) −1 that is closest to the origin is expected to be the three-particle cut
The large-Q behavior can be investigated in the √ ǫ expansion. The three-loop calculation of the two-point function reported in App. A 1 allows us to determine the perturbative expansion of the coefficients C i appearing in Eq. (20) . Setting ǫ = 1 in the expressions (A8),
In order to compare with the experimental and numerical data it is important to determine g(Q 2 ) for all values of Q. For the pure Ising structure factor, several interpolations have been proposed with the correct large-and small-Q behavior. 13, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 The most successful one is due to Bray, 39 which incorporates the expected singularity structure of g(Q 2 ). In this approach, one assumes 1/g(Q 2 ) to be well-defined in the complex Q 2 plane, with a cut on the negative real Q 2 axis, starting at the three-particle cut Q 2 = −r 2 with r 2 = 9S M . Then, one obtains the spectral representation
where F (u) is the spectral function, which must satisfy F (+∞) = 1, F (u) = 0 for u < r, and F (u) ≥ 0 for u ≥ r.
In order to obtain an approximation one must specify F (u). Bray 39 proposed to use a spectral function that gives exactly the Fisher-Langer asymptotic behavior, i.e.
where
To obtain a numerical expression we fix ν = 0.683, η = 0.036, 20 and use the estimate (24) of S M . We must also fix C 2 and C 3 . Bray proposes to fix C 2 + C 3 to its ǫ-expansion value (in our case C 2 + C 3 = −0.96) and then to determine these constants by requiring F B (u = r) = 0. These conditions give C 2 = −8.04 and C 3 = 7.07. As a check,
we can compare the estimates of c n and C 1 obtained by using Bray's approximation g B (Q 2 )
with the previously quoted results. We obtain
and c 2 ≈ −4 · 10 −4 , c 3 ≈ 9 · 10 −6 , c 4 ≈ −4 · 10 −7 . These results are in very good agreement with those obtained before.
C. Monte Carlo results
In this section we study Hamiltonian (9) 
where the sum runs over the coordinates (x, y, z) of the lattice sites. Of course, on a finite lattice k can only assume the values 2πn/L, where n is an integer such that 0 ≤ n ≤ L − 1.
We also compute the second-moment correlation length ξ(β, L) defined by
where 
(right). We only report data corresponding to k ≤ k max = π/3. We also report an interpolating curve (dashed line), which is obtained by fitting all data at fixed Q reported on the right, as explained in the text.
In order to determine g(Q 2 ) we go through several different steps. First, for each β and L we interpolate the numerical data in order to obtain G(k; β, L) for any k in the range [0, π].
For this purpose we fit the numerical results for
We increase n max until the sum of the residuals (χ 2 ) is less than half of the fitted points (those corresponding to 1 ≤ n ≤ L − 1), i.e. χ 2 < L/2 (note that the data are strongly correlated and thus it makes no sense to require χ 2 /DOF ≈ 1, where DOF = L − 1 − n max is the number of degrees of freedom of the fit). In most of the cases we take n max = 5, but in a few cases we had to take n max as large as 10.
Then, we investigate the finite-size effects. In the critical limit we expect
Equivalently, one can also use
wherek = 2 sin k/2. The two scaling forms are equivalent in the scaling limit
as a consequence, the function F (x, y) is the same in the two cases. Indeed,k = k + O(k 3 ), and thus, by keeping fixed Q or Q, one only changes analytic corrections decaying as L −2 . In particular, whatever choice is made, the structure factor g(Q 2 ) is equal to 1/F (Q, 0). Apparently, the corrections we are talking about here are less relevant than the nonanalytic corrections that should decay as L −ω 2 , ω 2 = 0.82 (8) , and thus, a priori one would expect only small differences between the two approaches. Instead, as we show below, only by keeping Q fixed is one able to determine the structure factor in the infinite-volume limit.
In panels we also show the interpolation of the data at fixed Q. As expected, the data at fixed Q converge to this interpolation, but it is clear that no real information could have been obtained on the infinite-volume limit from the data in the left panel. In order to clarify why scaling at fixed Q is so much better than scaling at fixed Q, we consider the lattice Gaussian model with nearest-neighbor couplings. In this case, the spin-spin correlation function on a finite lattice is given by
so that ξ 2 = 1/r and
Thus, if we take the finite-size scaling limit at fixed Q there are no finite-size corrections:
the scaling is exact on any finite lattice. On the other hand, at fixed Q we obtain
In this case we have 1/L 2 corrections, which diverge as ξ/L → 0, exactly as we observe in our data. These corrections moreover increase with Q and thus make it difficult, if not impossible, to estimate the structure factor.
As a consequence of the above-reported discussion we consider below the finite-size scaling limit at fixed Q. In Within the precision of our results some corrections to scaling are only visible for Q = 5 and ξ(β, L)/L 0.2. They however die out fast in the interesting limit ξ(β, L)/L → 0. Note also that, as Q increases, the number of available points decreases and indeed we are not able to go beyond Q ≈ 50 with our data.
In order to determine the infinite-volume limit F (Q, 0), we have taken all data satisfying ξ(β, L)/L ≤ 0.5 and we have fitted them to
The fitting form (38) is motivated by theory, which predicts exponentially small finite-size corrections in the high-temperature phase. With the precision of our data it is sufficient to take j max = 2 to obtain χ 2 /DOF 1. The coefficient a 0 allows us to estimate g(Q 2 ): We also report Bray's approximation, in which C 2 + C 3 is fixed to the √ ǫ value (Bray-ǫ), and the structure factor for the pure Ising model (Ising). The curve "interp" (solid line) corresponds to the interpolation g int (Q 2 ) reported in Eq. (40) .
to ξ(β, L)/L = 0.158 andk = 0.989. For Q = 41 this lattice is no longer considered, since the corresponding k exceeds k max = π/3 (k max = 1). For Q = 41, the result with the smallest
236. The extrapolation to the infinite-volume limit is therefore much more imprecise. (20) . We fit the estimates of ln g(Q 2 ) reported in Fig. 3 (they correspond to integer values of Q between 1 and 50) to a + (η − 2) ln Q.
If we include only data with Q > Q min = 15 and 20, we obtain η = 0.032(1), 0.032(2), respectively. The error we quote here assumes that all data are independent, which is not the case. In order to determine the correct error bar, one should take into account the covariance among the results at different values of Q. This is not easy and therefore, in order to estimate the role of the statistical correlations, we use a more phenomenological approach. If g est (Q 2 ) is the estimate of g(Q 2 ) and σ(Q 2 ) the corresponding error, we consider new data g est (Q 2 ) − σ(Q 2 ) with the same error and we repeat the fit. We obtain η = 0.029 In Fig. 3 we also report the structure factor in pure Ising systems (we use the phenomenological approximation reported in Ref. 13 , see their Eq. (30) with Q max = 15 and n max = 6).
In the pure case, deviations from the OZ behavior are larger: the addition of impurities has the effect of reducing the deviations from the OZ behavior.
Finally, we report a phenomenological interpolation which reproduces well our numerical data and is consistent with the large
IV. DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR IN THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE PHASE
In this section we consider the dynamic behavior of the Metropolis algorithm, which is a particular example of a relaxational dynamics without conservation laws, the so-called model A, as appropriate for magnetic systems. In Ref. 21 we computed the dynamic critical exponent, obtaining z = 2.35(2). Here, we focus on the dynamic structure factor.
A. Definitions
To investigate the dynamic behavior we consider the time-dependent two-point correlation function (1) and its Fourier transform G(k, t) with respect to the x variable. Then, we define the integrated autocorrelation time
and the exponential autocorrelation time
which controls the large-t behavior of G(k, t). Here t is the Metropolis time and one time unit corresponds to a complete lattice sweep.
Beside τ int (k) and τ exp (k) we also define autocorrelation times τ int,x and τ exp,x . 21 In general,
given an autocorrelation function A(t) we define
for any integer s and any fixed even n. By linear interpolation these functions can be extended to any real s. Then, we define τ int,x and τ exp,x as the solutions of the consistency equations
These definitions have been discussed in Ref. 21 . There, it was shown that they provide effective autocorrelation times with the correct critical behavior. For x → ∞, τ exp,x and τ int,x converge to τ exp and τ int , respectively.
As discussed in the introduction, for T c < T ≤ T p the correlation function G(x, t) does not decay exponentially for any finite value of x, but presents a slowly decaying tail, cf. Eq. (2).
Therefore, τ exp (k) diverges for all T c ≤ T < T p . As discussed in Ref. 21 , this is not the case for the effective exponential autocorrelation time τ exp,x , which is finite for any finite x. Note that correlation functions decaying as in Eq. (2) have a finite time integral and thus the integrated autocorrelation time is finite.
In the critical limit the autocorrelation times diverge. If t r ≡ (T − T c )/T c and T c is the critical temperature, for |t r | → 0 we have
where ν is the usual static exponent and z is a dynamic exponent that depends on the considered dynamics: ν = 0.683(2) and z = 2.35(2) in the present case. 20, 21 In the same limit, G(k, t)/ G(k, 0) becomes a universal function of the scaling variables
i.e. we can write
where Γ(Q 2 , S) is universal, even in S, i.e., Γ(Q 2 , S) = Γ(Q 2 , −S), and satisfies the normalization conditions
The function G(k, 0) is the static structure factor whose critical behavior has been discussed in Sec. III A. Using Eq. (15) we can write G(k, t) = χg(Q 2 )Γ(Q 2 , S). Analogously, we have
where the scaling function f int (Q 2 ) is universal and satisfies f int (0) = 1.
It is important to note that Eq. (2) does not necessarily imply that the scaling function Γ(Q 2 , S) decays nonexponentially. On the contrary, as argued in Sec. I, the Griffiths tail (2) becomes irrelevant in the critical limit. In view of that discussion it is natural to define a scaling function
which we call, rather loosely, the scaling function associated with the exponential autocorrelation time. Indeed, if f exp (Q 2 ) is finite, for S → ∞ we have
where a is some critical exponent. In terms of quantities that are directly accessible numerically, we can define it as
Of course, the two limits cannot be interchanged.
The dynamic structure factor G(k, ω) is defined as
In the scaling limit we introduce a new scaling function σ(Q 2 , w) defined by
The function σ(Q 2 , w) is essentially the ratio of the dynamic and static structure factors and is directly related to Γ(Q 2 , S):
It is even in w and satisfies the normalization conditions:
Moreover, we have σ(Q 2 , 0) = 2f int (Q 2 ).
For a Gaussian theory the spin-spin correlation function is given by
It follows
Finally, we have
B. Field-theory results
The dynamic structure factor can be computed in perturbation theory. The explicit one-loop calculation is reported in App. B. Two facts should be noted. First, perturbation theory predicts an exponential decay for Γ(Q 2 , S) for any Q 2 . This is consistent with the argument presented in the introduction, which predicted the absence of the Griffiths tail in the critical scaling functions. Second, one-loop perturbation theory predicts f exp (Q 2 ) to be independent of Q 2 . We wish now to argue that this result is exact and is related to the breaking of translational invariance in disordered systems. Indeed, consider the spin-spin correlation function for a given disorder configuration {ρ},
and the corresponding Fourier transform
In pure systems translational invariance implies that γ(k 1 , k 2 ; t 1 − t 2 ; {ρ}) vanishes unless
. This is not the case in disordered systems, where translational invariance is lost.
The average of γ over disorder vanishes for
and thus translational invariance is somewhat recovered. However, this does not mean that the critical theory is translationally invariant. For instance, consider
It can be easily verified in perturbation theory that this quantity is not zero for any k 1 and k 2 . Note that this breaking of translational invariance survives in the infinite-volume limit only close to the critical point. In the paramagnetic phase, far from the critical transition, self-averaging occurs and thus also the quantity (64) vanishes for
Let us now show that, if translational invariance (both for the Hamiltonian and the transition rates) holds, the decay rate is k dependent: modes corresponding to different momenta decouple. Indeed, following Refs. 9,44, let L be the Liouville operator associated with the dynamics, and λ a and ψ a be the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Then, we have the spectral representation (t > 0)
where the sum runs over all eigenstates with nonvanishing eigenvalue of L. Here we have introduced the inner product
where f and g are functions defined over the configuration space, π α is the equilibrium distribution, and the sum runs over all configurations α of the system. If the system is translationally invariant, L commutes with the generator T of the translations; hence, the eigenstates of L are also eigenstates of T . Thus, we have decoupled sectors corresponding to different values of the momentum k and therefore we have where the sum runs over the eigenstates of momentum k. Hence, if λ 1 (k) is the smallest eigenvalue in each sector, we have G(k, t) ∼ e −κt with κ = λ 1 (k); hence, the decay rate is k dependent. If translational invariance is lost, all eigenfunctions contribute to each single value of k. Note, however, that this does not necessarily imply that the decay rate κ in Eq. (5) is Q independent. Indeed, one should average over the disorder distribution and this average could wash out the effect. We expect this to happen in the infinite-volume limit at fixed T , for T = T c . The perturbative results show that this is not the case at the critical point. Hence, all modes are coupled in the critical limit and κ is momentum independent.
This argument indicates that the Q-independence of κ is strictly related to the breaking of self-averaging at the critical point and thus, we expect a similar phenomenon to occur for the low-temperature critical dynamical structure factor.
In Fig. 4 we report Γ(Q 2 , S) as obtained by using Eqs. (B29) and (B32) and simply setting ǫ = 1. The behavior we observe is quite different from what is observed in the Gaussian model. In this case, Eq. (60) implies ln Γ(Q 2 , S) = −(1 + Q 2 )|S|. As a consequence, with a logarithmic vertical scale, the data fall on straight lines with increasing slope as Q 2 → ∞.
Here instead, Γ(Q 2 , S) first decreases rapidly and then bends so that the large-S decay is Q 2 -independent. This behavior is also very different from that observed in the pure Ising model, whose dynamical critical behavior is very close to that of the Gaussian model.
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If f exp (Q 2 ) = f exp is independent of Q 2 , for S → ∞ we expect a behavior of the form
where a is a critical exponent. At one loop, the calculations reported in App. B give a = 0 for Q 2 = 0, a = −1 for Q 2 = 0, and f (Q 2 ) ∼ Q −2 for Q → ∞. In general, we expect f (Q 2 )
to vanish with a nontrivial exponent in the large-Q limit and thus we write
with a new exponent ζ.
Given G(k, t), one can compute G(x, t), which can be written in the scaling form
Perturbation theory, see App. B, indicates that F (Y 2 , S) is not analytic for Y 2 → 0. It predicts a behavior of the form
where λ is a new exponent that can be related to the exponent ζ which appears in Eq. (69): Finally, in Fig. 5 we report the one-loop perturbative expression of σ(Q 2 , w). Note that the width of σ(Q 2 , w) does not decrease with increasing Q 2 , as it does in the Gaussian model. This is a consequence of the large-S behavior of Γ(Q 2 , S), whose decay is independent of Q 2 .
C. Simulation details
In this section we study the critical dynamics of Hamiltonian (9) (31) and the correlation function G(k, t). As we did for the static structure factor, we determine G(k, t) as
where the sum runs over the coordinates (x, y, z) of the lattice sites; the time t is expressed in units of Metropolis lattice sweeps.
Given G(k, t), we determine τ int (0). More precisely, we determine τ int,x (0) with x = 5, as defined by the self-consistent equation (46) . As discussed above, this is a good autocorrelation time for any x; therefore, we use this quantity to obtain a high-temperature estimate of z. We have also determined τ int,x (0) with x = 8. The results for x = 5 and x = 8 are consistent within errors, indicating that we can take τ int,5 (0) as an estimate of τ int (0). We also consider the effective exponents τ exp,x (0) defined by Eqs. (44) and (45) with
The results we quote correspond to n = 2.
Some results are reported in (19) to ξ(β, L)/L ≈ 0.24, 0.12, and 0.06. No scaling corrections are observed in τ int (0) within the quoted errors, and thus, for each β, we assume that the estimate of τ int (0) for the largest lattices is an infinite-volume result. Also τ exp,1 (0) apparently does not show finite-size effects.
On the other hand, τ exp,2 (0) is clearly decreasing as L increases. This indicates that finitesize effects on G(k, t) increase with t, a result that we will check explicitly below, considering the correlation function.
D. Dynamic structure factor
We first use the estimates of the autocorrelation times to obtain an estimate of z. Since the model is approximately improved, 20 the scaling corrections proportional to (β c − β) ων , ω = 0.29(3) are suppressed. Thus, the leading scaling corrections behave as (β c −β) ω 2 ν , where (8) is the next-to-leading correction-to-scaling exponent. Hence, τ (β) behaves as where ∆ 2 = νω 2 = 0.56 (6) . Thus, we fit the data to 
which is in perfect agreement with the estimate z = 2.35(2) obtained at the critical point. 21 As a check we have repeated the analysis by using τ exp,1 (0). We obtain zν = 1.59(3), 1.56(5), 1.47 (10) form ln where the error has been chosen conservatively, in order to include the result of fit (a) with its error. This result is very close to the one-loop FT estimate. Eq. (B32) gives f exp ≈ 1.168
for ǫ = 1.
Finally, we provide an interpolation of our numerical data. The curves reported in Fig. 6 are well fitted by a function of the form
The constant κ has been fixed by using Eq. we observed for the static structure factor in Sec. III C. There, a good scaling behavior was only observed at fixed Q and not at fixed Q. Here instead, scaling corrections at fixed Q are quite small; the behavior at fixed Q is actually slightly worse.
An important prediction of the FT analysis is that Γ(Q 2 , S) decays with the same rate for all values of Q. To check this prediction we consider the ratio G(k, t)/ G(0, t), which converges to Γ(Q 2 , S)/Γ(0, S) in the scaling limit. For S → ∞, this quantity should behave as
where α is some critical exponent. Field theory predicts f exp (Q 2 ) = f exp independent of Q, so that we expect Γ(Q 2 , S)/Γ(0, S) to behave as S α for large S, without exponential factors. 
(we neglect here additional powers of Q and S), so that the ratio we are considering corresponds to (a + be −Q 2 S )/(a + b). Thus, the ratio approaches a constant with corrections of order e −Q 2 S . For large Q 2 they die out fast, and thus a constant behavior is observed for small values of S.
While the decay rate of Γ(Q 2 , S) is independent of Q 2 , the amplitude decreases rapidly with Q 2 . For large Q 2 we expect the behavior Γ(Q 2 , S) ∼ S a Q −ζ exp(−κS), where κ = 1/f exp , see Eq. (68). We wish now to obtain a rough estimate of the exponent ζ. For this purpose we take the data that appear in Fig. 9 and we multiply them by Q ζ , trying to fix ζ in such a way to obtain a good collapse of the data. In Fig. 9 we report the scaled results corresponding to two different values of ζ. If we try to have a good collapse of the data corresponding to n = 4, 8, 12 the best result is obtained for ζ = 2.3. However, the data with n = 20 behave in a significantly different way. If we try to include also the data with n = 20, the quality of the collapse worsens and the best result is obtained for ζ = 1.9.
These results indicate that ζ ≈ 2 (but with a large error), so that Γ(Q 2 , S) behaves roughly as Q −2 S a exp(−κS). It is interesting to observe that this is exactly the behavior predicted close to four dimensions by perturbation theory.
Finally, we determine an interpolation formula for Γ(Q 2 , S). We find that all data are well fitted by taking
fixing κ 1 = 0.840. The results of the fits for a few chosen values of Q 2 are reported in Table   II . We have not required a 0 + d 0 = 1, a condition that follows from Γ(Q 2 , S = 0) = 1, but we have verified that the results satisfy this condition quite precisely. By using a linear interpolation, the results we report should allow the reader to determine Γ(Q 2 , S) for any Q in the range 0 ≤ Q 2 ≤ 50 with reasonable precision. We stress that this interpolation formula only represents a compact expression that summarizes the numerical results. The chosen parametrization has indeed a purely phenomenological value.
From these expressions it is easy to determine the scaling function σ(Q 2 , w) related to the dynamic structure factor. In Fig. 11 we plot the scaling function σ(Q 2 , w) as obtained by integrating the interpolating function determined above. We report it for the same values of Q 2 that appear in Table II 
where ψ(x) is a spatially uncorrelated random field with Gaussian distribution
Using the standard replica trick, it is possible to replace the quenched average with an annealed one. As a result of this procedure, one can investigate the static critical behavior of RDI systems by applying standard FT methods to the Hamiltonian
where i, j = 1, ...N and u 0 = −6w. RDI results are obtained by taking the limit N → 0.
√ ǫ-expansion results
The scaling function g(Q 2 ) can be determined by using the results reported in Ref. 37 .
We obtain the expansion
where ψ 2 (y) is the two-loop contribution defined in Ref. 37 . Note that the only relevant threeloop diagram contributes only at order ǫ 5/2 (hence, at five loops), since it is proportional
and, at the fixed point, 4u * + 3v * is of order ǫ and not of order √ ǫ.
The expansion of ψ 2 (y) for small y can be found in Ref. with the Fisher-Langer behavior (20) we obtain the expansions of the coefficients C i :
, The relaxational model-A dynamics is described by the stochastic Langevin equation
where ϕ(r, t) is the order parameter, H(ϕ) is the Hamiltonian (A1), Ω is a transport coefficient, and ζ(r, t) is a Gaussian random field (white noise) with correlations
The correlation functions generated by the Langevin equation (B1) at equilibrium, averaged over the noise ζ and the quenched disorder ψ, can be obtained from the FT action
whereφ is the response field. In this framework, no replicas are introduced. 46 We consider the correlation function G(x, t) and the response function R(x, t) defined by G(x 2 − x 1 , t 2 − t 1 ) = ϕ(x 1 , t 1 )ϕ(x 2 , t 2 ) ,
R(x 2 − x 1 , t 2 − t 1 ) = φ(x 1 , t 1 )ϕ(x 2 , t 2 ) ,
and their spatial Fourier transforms G(k, t) and R(k, t). In equilibrium, they are not independent, but related by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem; for t > 0 they satisfy the relation ∂ t G(x, t) = −ΩR(x, t). For a general introduction to the FT approach to equilibrium critical dynamics, see, e.g., Refs. 47,48. Some perturbative calculations can be also found in Refs. 49.
One-loop calculation
We first compute the response function R(k, t) and then use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to derive the correlation function G(k, t). At one-loop we obtain in dimensional and with L u (k, t) the contribution of the graph on the left and on the right, respectively.
is the Gaussian tree-level response function, and L u (k, t) and L g (k, t) are the one-loop contributions, see Fig. 12 . It is straightforward to obtain 
and Ei(x) is the exponential integral function.
Renormalizing the response function in the MS scheme we obtain R(k, t) = R G (k, t) − g 32π 2 Ωtr ln r R G (k, t) (B11) − u 48π 2 (γ E + ln Ωt)(Ωtk 2 − 1) R G (k, t) − u 48π 2 θ(t)e −Ωtr F (Ωtk 2 ),
where r, Ω, u, g are renormalized parameters (note that we use the same symbols r and Ω for both the bare and the renormalized parameters, since no confusion can arise). The final expression is obtained by setting g and u equal to their fixed-point values:
Given Eq. (B18), we can compute G(x, t) at the critical point. We expect the scaling behavior G(x, t) = (Ωt) −(d+η−2)/z F (X), X ≡ x(Ωt) −1/z .
Using Eq. (B18) we obtain F (X) = 1 4π 2 X 2 (1 − e −X 2 /4 ) − u * 48π 2 F 1 loop (X),
with
where J 1 (x) is a Bessel function. In the derivation we have taken into account that u ∼ √ ǫ.
It is interesting to note that F 1 loop (X) is not regular for X → 0. Indeed, the explicit calculation gives
This result indicates that F (X) is not regular for X → 0, but behaves as 
It is not possible to compute λ, a 0 , and b 0 separately at this order. A two-loop computation of the term proportional to ǫ ln 2 X is needed.
In the high-temperature phase, it is convenient to replace r and Ω with the correlation length ξ and the zero-momentum integrated autocorrelation time τ int (k = 0), defined in Sec. III A and IV A, respectively. A tedious calculation gives ξ −2 = r + 1 32π 2 (g + 2u/3)r ln r,
Ωτ int (k) = 1 k 2 + r − g 32π 2 r ln r (k 2 + r) 2 + u 48π 2 k 2 ln r (k 2 + r) 2 + u 48π 2 1 k 2 + r .
Using these results, we obtain the one-loop expression of the scaling function Γ(Q 2 , S): Ei(−S) − e −S(Q 2 +1) (γ E + ln S) ,
where u * is the fixed-point value (B13) of u.
It is interesting to discuss the large-S and small-S behavior of the scaling function (B29).
For large S we obtain
For Q 2 = 0 the dominant term is the last one. In this case we can rewrite the large-S behavior as 
For Q 2 = 0, the dominant term is the second one, so that for any Q 2 the scaling function decays as e −S /S 2 . Thus, at this perturbative order, we obtain the result
The correlation function Γ(Q 2 , S) decays with the same rate for all values of Q. As we discuss in Sec. IV B, this is a consequence of the loss of translational invariance in dilute systems.
Equation (B33) should be contrasted with the result obtained for the integrated autocorrelation times. Using Eq. (B28), we obtain
without one-loop corrections. This shows that τ int (k) decreases as Q increases as it does in the Gaussian model.
